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IntroductionIntroduction

In the MSSM, the SMIn the MSSM, the SM--like lighter scalar h is expected to be foundlike lighter scalar h is expected to be found
in several decay channels in the region of large min several decay channels in the region of large mAA and tanand tanββ

To best disentangle between SM and MSSM, To best disentangle between SM and MSSM, 
the heavy bosons, A, H and the heavy bosons, A, H and H± should be looked for !should be looked for !

gφuu gφdd gφVV

h       cosα/sinβ -sinα/cosβ sin(β−α)
H       sinα/sinβ cosα/cosβ cos(β−α)
A        γ5/tanβ γ5 tanβ 0

-- suppression of HZZ/HWW couplings suppression of HZZ/HWW couplings 
-- absence of AZZ/AWW couplingsabsence of AZZ/AWW couplings
-- enhancement of enhancement of φφdd (d=dd (d=ττ,b..) couplings,b..) couplings

Importance of decays to Importance of decays to ττ’s, H/A/h ’s, H/A/h --> > ττ ττ 
and production in association with b´s in ggand production in association with b´s in gg-->bbH/A>bbH/A

Couplings to fermions and weak bosons (when compared to SM) Couplings to fermions and weak bosons (when compared to SM) 
lead to specific MSSM Higgs search strategies at large tanlead to specific MSSM Higgs search strategies at large tanββ
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MSSM parameter space and mass spectrum
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Excluded by LEP

Maximal stop mixing

LEP exclusion 
with mtop = 175 GeV

LEP exclusion with 
mtop = 179.3 GeV

new top mass from
CDF&D0 Collaborations:
hep-ex/0404010

LEP-type SUSY scenario assumed (for most of the LHC studies):
M2 = 200 GeV/c2, µ = -200 GeV/c2, Mgluino = 800 GeV/c2,Msquark,slepton = 1 TeV/c2

No stop mixing (Xt = 0) or maximal stop mixing (Xt = 2450 GeV/c2)

MSSM Higgs boson 
mass spectrum
with maximal stop mixing

Mass of the lighter scalar h with two-loop/RGE-improved radiative corrections:
mh

max = 113 (116) GeV  for no stop mixing
mh

max = 127 (132) GeV for maximal stop mixing
with mtop = 175 (179.3) GeV, MS = 1 TeV
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Heavy neutral MSSM Higgs bosonsHeavy neutral MSSM Higgs bosons H and AH and A

BRBR((H,A H,A --> > ττττ ) ~ 10%) ~ 10%
H,A −> bb dominates
 -but background reduction difficult,
 not yet shown to be really useful
BR(H,A BR(H,A --> > µµ)µµ) small ~ 3x10small ~ 3x10--44

- but precise mass measurement possible

At large mAt large mAA, sensitivity to SUSY parameters, sensitivity to SUSY parameters
((µ and M2) due to opening of H,A ) due to opening of H,A --> > χχ χχ decay modes

Associated production gg -> bbH/A
dominates at large tanβ

-> b taggging can be used to suppress  
Z,γ*, W+jet and QCD multi-jet backgrounds
leading to real (or fake) ττ pair production 

Branching fractions at large tanBranching fractions at large tanββ (>10):(>10):

Production through ggProduction through gg-->H/A and gg>H/A and gg-->bbH/A>bbH/A
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gggg-->bbH/A, H/A >bbH/A, H/A --> > ττττ channelschannels
Final states from H,A -> ττ:

2 leptons,         BR ~ 12.4%
lepton + τ jet,   BR ~ 45.6%
2 τ jets,           BR ~ 42%
τ jet = hadronic τ decay

Backgrounds from 
Z,γ*-> ττ, tt, Wt, W+jets, bb, QCD multi-jet events

Challenges with Challenges with ττ ττ decay modes:decay modes:
-- Suppress the fake Suppress the fake ττ’s from hadronic jets’s from hadronic jets

(QCD multi-jet, W+jet backgrounds)
-- Trigger on fully hadronic final states, 2Trigger on fully hadronic final states, 2 τ τ jets (also at low mjets (also at low mAA))
-- Reconstruct the Higgs boson mass from EReconstruct the Higgs boson mass from Ett

missmiss + leptons, jets+ leptons, jets

Hadronic jet suppression (at trigger level and offline) is  baseHadronic jet suppression (at trigger level and offline) is  based d 
on narrowness and low multiplicity (1 or 3 prongs) of a on narrowness and low multiplicity (1 or 3 prongs) of a ττ jetjet

pp

ντ

ντνµ

π−

µ+

b jet
b jet

τ2
τ1

π0
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Hadronic Tau triggerHadronic Tau trigger
Requirements:  3(6) kHz output rate at Level-1 at low(high) luminosity

Reduction of hadronic QCD events by ~103 at HLT

Level-2: Isolation of the jet core
(∆R < 0.13) in the fine-grained 
EM calorimeter

Level-1: Narrow hadronic jet 
in calorimeters

Efficiency vs 
isolation cone radius
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LevelLevel--3 Tau trigger3 Tau trigger

Method:
• Reconstruction of tracks around the Level-1 jet direction in 

the Pixel detector or in the Pixel+Silicon tracker 
• Small signal cone (∆RS = 0.07) around the hardest track
• Larger isolation cone around jet direction

Efficiency (QCD vs H->ττ−> 1/3 prong jets)
as a function of the isolation cone size

with isolation in the Pixel detector or in the with isolation in the Pixel detector or in the 
full tracker (Pixel + Silicon)full tracker (Pixel + Silicon)

HH-->>ττττ−−>2τ>2τ jets, mjets, mHH=200 GeV:=200 GeV:
Signal efficiency for a QCD backgroundSignal efficiency for a QCD background
suppression of 10suppression of 103 3 at L=10at L=103333cmcm--22ss--11

HLT path       eff.          cpu[ms]HLT path       eff.          cpu[ms]
Calo+Pixel       0.41          59Calo+Pixel       0.41          59
Calo+Tracker  0.45        130Calo+Tracker  0.45        130
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Hadronic Hadronic ττ identificationidentification

QCD jet suppression  ~ 1000 
τ jet efficiency ~ 30% for mA = 500 GeV

Algorithm:
- pT (leading track) > 40 GeV in a jet with ET > 60 GeV
-two other tracks, pT> 1 GeV, allowed in a small signal
cone of ∆r < 0.04 around the leading track

- isolation of the signal cone in a larger cone of ∆R = 0.4

Further methods exploitingFurther methods exploiting ττ propertiesproperties

ττ --> 3 prong decays can be used too !> 3 prong decays can be used too !

ττ tagging with masstagging with mass

Reconstructed Reconstructed τ τ mass for mass for 
3 prongs and3 prongs and hh±± ++nnππ00 final statesfinal states
HH-->>ττττ−−>2τ>2τ jets, mjets, mHH=200 GeV=200 GeV
and for QCD jetsand for QCD jets

PreliminaryPreliminary
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ττ tagging with impact parametertagging with impact parameter

τ’s from H->ττ with mH = 200 GeV travel ~ 5 mm before decaying  ->
Z -> ll and QCD multijet backgrounds can be suppressed by

--> QCD di> QCD di--jet suppression further by ~9 jet suppression further by ~9 
for ~60% signal efficiencyfor ~60% signal efficiency
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Higgs boson mass reconstruction in H,A -> ττ

Best resolution obtained with fully hadronic τ final states

- Resolution and reconstruction efficiency sensitive to Et
miss measurement 

– Resolution depends on ∆θττ as 1/sinθττ

∆φττ< < 175o

Assume ν’s emitted in the two τ directions given by the visible decay products 
(leptons, hadrons), project Et

miss on the two τ directions to give Eν1, Eν2

Eτ1 = Ejet + Eν ,   Eτ2 = Elepton + Eν

mH = (2Eτ1Eτ2(1-cosθττ))1/2

Mass reconstruction in HMass reconstruction in H-->>ττττ−−> 2 τ> 2 τ jets:jets:

Resolution for
mH = 500 GeV:
σ/< mH > ~ 15%
with ∆φττ< 175o

Recoiling jetRecoiling jet
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RMS     108.7

 / ndf 2χ  16.42 / 17
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SUSYH

2 = 200 GeV/cAm
 = 20βtan

Signal

Background

Background suppression with
lepton isolation in eµ and ll final states: bb background
hadronic τ identification, lepton+jet and 2-jet final states: QCD multi-jets, W+jets
b-jet tagging: Z-> ττ, QCD multi-jets, W+jets
τ tagging with impact parameter: Z->ll, QCD multi-jets
central jet veto: tt and Wt backgrounds

Signal superimposed on the total background in

e-µ final state 30fb-1 lepton+jet final state 30 fb-1
two-jet final state 60 fb-1

Discovery potential for H/A Discovery potential for H/A --> > ττ ττ 
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Helicity correlations in H,A Helicity correlations in H,A --> > ττ ττ −−> 2 τ> 2 τ jetsjets

Two possible spin configurations:Two possible spin configurations:
H(A) H(A) --> > ττ   ττ   Z Z -->>ττττ

ττ helicity        LL                     LRhelicity        LL                     LR
RR                    RLRR                    RL

ττ polarization  +polarization  +-- ++++
--+                     +                     ----

ττ(+pol)    (+pol)    -->    hard >    hard ππ±±, , ρρLL, a, aLL, soft , soft ρρRR,a,aRR
ττ((--pol)    pol)    -->    soft  >    soft  ππ±±, , ρρLL, a, aLL, hard , hard ρρRR,a,aRR

Expectation:Expectation:
H(A) H(A) --> > ττ:ττ: ∆∆E(E(ττ11) large and ) large and ∆∆E(E(ττ22) small ) small 

a possibility to suppress further Z,a possibility to suppress further Z,γγ* background?* background?

HH HH ZZ ZZ
ττ-- ττ++ ττ++ ττ++ ττ++ττ-- ττ-- ττ--

ππ-- ππ-- ππ-- ππ-- ππ++ππ++ππ++ππ++

νν νννν νν νννν νν νν−−−− −− −−

wherewhere ∆∆E(E(ττ) = E) = Eπ π ± –– ΣΣEEππ00

Z Z --> > ττ:ττ: ∆∆E(E(ττ11) and ) and ∆∆E(E(ττ22) small ) small oror ∆∆E(E(ττ11) and ) and ∆∆E(E(ττ22) large ) large 
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5σ discovery potential for the heavy neutral MSSM Higgs bosons
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branching fraction for smaller 
µ and M2
-> enhancement of H,A->χχ
due to lighter gauginos

Reach sensitive to SUSY
parameters (µ and M2)
at large mA :

Enhancement of the H-> ττ 
branching fraction for larger 
µ and M2
-> reduction of H,A->χχ
due to heavier gauginos
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H production in weak gauge boson fusion

jets in tt events

jets in qq->qqH

Forward jet tagging and central jet veto can be used to suppress the
QCD multi-jet, W+jet, Z+jet, γ+jet and tt backgrounds 

q
H

q

W,Z

W,Z

Production characteristics:
- the final state q-jets from qq->qqH are energetic and distributed in the

forward regions 
- no jets expected in the central region

q q

qq qq --> qqH important for the SM Higgs  boson > qqH important for the SM Higgs  boson 
searches with Hsearches with H-->WW,WW*,>WW,WW*,γγ,ττγγ,ττ decay modes,decay modes,
in particular in the region of small (<120 GeV) in particular in the region of small (<120 GeV) 
and large (>500 GeV) mand large (>500 GeV) mHH

qqqq-->qqH,H>qqH,H-->>ττττ
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H H --> > ττττ --> 2 leptons, lepton + > 2 leptons, lepton + ττ jet in weak boson fusionjet in weak boson fusion

Further background suppression with
xτ = p(τ decay products)/p(τ reconstructed)
xτ1xτ1 > 0> 0

leptonic final stateleptonic final statelepton+lepton+ττ jet final statejet final state

CMS, 30 fb-1

Higgs boson mass can be reconstructed from visible τ’s (jets and leptons) and 
Et

miss with collinear neutrino approximation

Backgrounds from  Z+jets, W+jets, tt,WW
suppressed with forward jet tagging and central jet veto
The electro-weak qq->qqZ/W background is irreducible but initially smaller then 
the QCD induced ones

Integrated luminosityIntegrated luminosity
~40 fb~40 fb--11 needed for needed for 
a 5a 5σσ−−significance significance 
around maround mHH = 125 GeV= 125 GeV
in SMin SM
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qq ->qqH/h, H/h->ττ in MSSM

Large coverage in MSSM with qq Large coverage in MSSM with qq --> qqh, h> qqh, h-->>ττ ττ alreadyalready with 30 fbwith 30 fb--11 !!

qqqq-->qqH/h significant near the >qqH/h significant near the lower (upper) mass bound of H/hlower (upper) mass bound of H/h

In this region, H/h is SMIn this region, H/h is SM--likelike
--> discovery region calculated > discovery region calculated 
from the SM sensitivityfrom the SM sensitivity
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Charged MSSM Higgs bosons Charged MSSM Higgs bosons 

Decay channelsDecay channels
mmH+H+ > m> mtop top :   :   BR(BR(H± --> > τντν) ~100%) ~100%
mmH+H+ > m> mtoptop and large tanand large tanββ (>10):(>10):

H± --> tb  dominates> tb  dominates
BR(BR(H± --> > τντν) sizeable  ~10%) sizeable  ~10%

Advantage with Advantage with H± --> > τν, τ τν, τ −−> > hadronshadrons+ν+ν::
Helicity correlations can be exploitedHelicity correlations can be exploited
to suppress irreducible backgroundsto suppress irreducible backgrounds
from tt, Wt and W+jets with Wfrom tt, Wt and W+jets with W-->>τντν

- in in tt events with t tt events with t --> b> bHH±± if mif mH+H+ < m< mtoptop
-- through through gg gg --> tb> tbHH±± if mif mH+H+ > m> mtoptop

Production:Production:

For For mH+ > mtop no need to detect the associated b (at large rapidities)  no need to detect the associated b (at large rapidities)  --> > 
gb gb --> tH> tH±± can be used can be used 
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Helicity correlations in H+ -> τν and W+ -> τν

H+

τ+

ν τ+

π+

Harder pions from H+ -> τ+ν than from W+ -> τ+ν
(through τ −> π+ν and the longidutinal components of ρ and a1)

τ+

ν τ+

ν

τ -> π+ν

ρΤ ,a1
T

ρL ,a1
L

tt background

Signal

π+

W+

ν-

Suppression of backgrounds Suppression of backgrounds 
with genuine with genuine ττ’s from W’s from W-->>τντν
with a cut in pwith a cut in pππ/E/Eττ jetjet

Efficiency with pEfficiency with pππ/E/Eττ jetjet > 0.8:> 0.8:
Signal, Signal, mH± = 400      ~45%= 400      ~45%
tt background            ~2%tt background            ~2%
(fast simulation)(fast simulation)
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H± -->> τν, τ τν, τ −−> > hadronshadrons+ν +ν for mfor mH+H+ < m< mtoptop
in tt events with  tin tt events with  t11 --> b> bH±, t, t22 --> lepton + qq> lepton + qq

Background from tt, Wt, W+jets

Background suppression with pBackground suppression with pππ/E/Eττ jetjet cut, lepton isolation, bcut, lepton isolation, b--tagging,tagging,
top mass reconstruction top mass reconstruction 
HH±± mass reconstruction not possible, signal as an excess of mass reconstruction not possible, signal as an excess of ττ´s in tt events´s in tt events

H± -> τν, τ −> hadrons+ν for mH+ > mtop
in fully hadronic events from ggin fully hadronic events from gg-->tb>tbH±

Background from tt, Wt, W+jets
Background suppression with pBackground suppression with pππ/E/Eττ jetjet cut, Ecut, Ett

missmiss cut, bcut, b--tagging,tagging,
hadronic top mass reconstruction, central jet veto hadronic top mass reconstruction, central jet veto 

EEtt
miss miss (mainly) from H(mainly) from H±± --> > τντν:  transverse mass m:  transverse mass mTT((ττ--jet,Ejet,Ett

missmiss))
can be reconstructed with an endpoint at mcan be reconstructed with an endpoint at mHH±±
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Transverse mass reconstruction in tH±, H± -> τν

Quasi two-body decay between the τ jet and 
Et

miss in fully hadronic events  ->  
almost background-free situation in mT(τ-jet,Et

miss)
∆φ(τ-jet,Et

miss)

CMS, ∆φ(τ-jet,Et
miss) > 20o

Precision of mH+ measurement from mT(τ-jet,Et
miss)

with likelihood fits:  ∆mH+/mH+ ~ 1 – 1.5%

ATLAS

ATLAS, ∆φ(τ-jet,Et
miss) > 57o

Signal

Background

Signal
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Production in qq’ -> H+ ->τν
large background from qq ->W->τν

Discovery potential for charged Higgs bosons

H±
q
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H± --> tb in gg> tb in gg-->tbH>tbH
-- Modest mass resolutionModest mass resolution
-- Difficult backgroud Difficult backgroud 

suppressionsuppression

Background determinationBackground determination
uncertainties importantuncertainties important

Discovery for tanDiscovery for tanββ~50 with 30 fb~50 with 30 fb--11
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MeasurementMeasurement of tanof tanββ in H in H --> > ττ ττ from event ratesfrom event rates

∆tanβ/tanβ = ½ * ((NS+NB)1/2 / NS + ∆tanβsyst )

At large tanβ σH ~ tan2βeff x f(mA),  BR(ττ) ~constant

∆tanβsyst consists of:
- Theoretical (scale) uncertainty about 20% 

for σ(gg -> bbH) with NLO calculations
- Luminosity uncertainty ∆L/L ~ 5%
- Uncertainty of mass measurement,

preliminary estimate 5%
- Uncertainty on event selections ~ 3%
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ConclusionsConclusions

The main discovery potential for the The main discovery potential for the heavy MSSM Higgs bosons H and Aheavy MSSM Higgs bosons H and A
is through the  is through the  H/A H/A --> > ττττ decay modes, with decay modes, with llll, , ll+jet and 2+jet and 2--jet final states, jet final states, 
in the ggin the gg-->bbH/A production at large tan>bbH/A production at large tanββ

The most probable discovery mode for the The most probable discovery mode for the charged Higgs bosonscharged Higgs bosons
is the is the HH±± --> > τντν decay in the tt events for mdecay in the tt events for mHH±± < m< mtoptop and in the and in the 
gg gg --> tbH> tbH±± production for mproduction for mHH±± > m> mtoptop . . 

Advantages with Advantages with ττ´s:´s:

-- Leptonic and hadronic (including 3Leptonic and hadronic (including 3--prongs) decay modes can be usedprongs) decay modes can be used
−− ττ lifetime can be exploited in H/A lifetime can be exploited in H/A --> > ττττ with impact parameter with impact parameter 

or flightpath measurementsor flightpath measurements
−− ττ mass tagging may be used mass tagging may be used 
-- Helicity correlations in HHelicity correlations in H++ --> > τντν (and in H/A (and in H/A --> > ττττ ?) can be used to ?) can be used to 

suppress backgrounds from Wsuppress backgrounds from W-->>τντν (and Z(and Z-->>ττ ττ ?) decays?) decays
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Requirements for efficient use of Requirements for efficient use of ττ’s in the search of MSSM Higgs bosons:’s in the search of MSSM Higgs bosons:

•• Triggering hadronicTriggering hadronic ττ decays on lowest possible thresholds is advantageousdecays on lowest possible thresholds is advantageous
•• Identification of Identification of ττ’s is (largerly) based on isolation:  ’s is (largerly) based on isolation:  

high reconstruction efficiencies needed for tracks in jets, high reconstruction efficiencies needed for tracks in jets, i.e.i.e.
tracker performance is essentiel tracker performance is essentiel 

•• Good vertex and impact parameter measurement precisions for Good vertex and impact parameter measurement precisions for ττ taggingtagging
•• EEtt

missmiss measurement precision important for mass (mmeasurement precision important for mass (mTT) reconstructions ) reconstructions 

Conclusions (cont.)Conclusions (cont.)


